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- 3 Screened Windows

SKU# XLOEXCKCP

•  Houses up to 20 Chickens

- 6 Nesting boxes

- 2 Roosts
• Size: 98" L. x 60" W. x 72-1/2" H.



OverEZ!Assembly is

Place FLOOR in desired 
location.

Note: X-large floor comes in 
two separate pieces. Start 
with the piece that has 4 
legs. Once you slide them 
together, drill the two 
screws in the floor board. 

 Important:  Floor must be 
level in both directions.

Place BACK WALL (A1), 
making sure wall is tight against 
floor and ends of wall line up 
with marks provided on floor. 

Drive 4 pre-started screws on the 
bottom.

Once you have the first wall up, 
align the second back wall (A2), 
with the first and drill the screws 
into the floor and in the middle 
beams.

Place CHICKEN DOOR GABLE  
WALL (B).

Siding from BACK WALL will 
slide into cavity provided. Make 
sure wall is tight against floor. 

Drive 3 pre-started screws on 
corners, then drive 4 pre-started 
screws into floor.

Install MAN DOOR GABLE WALL (D).

Siding from BACK WALL and FRONT 
WALL will slide into cavities provided.

Make sure wall is tight against floor.

Drive 3 pre-started screws on corners, 
then drive 4 pre-started screws into 
floor.

Install ROOF PIECE (E), (F), and (G).  

When viewing coop from back, (E) is placed on 
left half of roof, (F) is in the middle, and (G) is 
on the right side. 

Once you have (E) and (F) into place, drill them 
together in the middle beam, inside the coop. 
Once you put (G) into place, drill it together 
with roof piece (F). 

They will overlap on the top of the roof. Make 
sure the back of the roof is flush with the paint 
line.

Drive the 8 pre-started screws that are in the 
top of the wall into the roof panel.

Once you are finished 
installing the roof and 
your coop looks 
complete, there is still a 
few more screws we have 
to take care of. Take two 
black screws out of the 
bag and drill them into 
the floor board, next to 
the screws you drilled in 
Step 1.

Put black screw in bottom hinge of 
door.

Drop ROOST BARS into slots provided 
on inside of gable walls.

Hook CHICKEN RAMP at bottom of 
chicken door.

step four
Place FRONT WALL (C1) and (C2), making 
sure wall is tight against lower support wall.

Slide the FIRST FRONT (C1), wall into the 
GABEL WALL. Make sure that the bottom of 
the nesting box lines up with the coop floor. 
Screw in FIRST WALL (C1) to the bottom of 
the coop. Slide SECOND FRONT (C2) wall 
into the FIRST FRONT wall. 

Once you have the SECOND FRONT (C2) wall 
into place, SCREW the TWO FRONT screws 
into place, on the front of the nesting box. 
Then, Screw the two pieces together, then 
screw into the floor.  

step three

step twostep one

step eightstep seven

step sixstep five

NOTE:  To loosen or tighten door latches, use supplied allen wrench. 
Loosen small screw on inside of latch with allen wrench, moving the 
latch in or out. Tighten screw and test.

Find the bag with drill bits, keys, and touch up paint (to repair any marks 
on pre-painted surfaces).

Please note: Actual product may differ slightly from instructional illustrations.

Watch our assembly video here




